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Abstract
We continue the study of a theory which is a valued analogue of the theory of regular rings studied by Carson, Lipshitz and
Saracino, characterize it as the model companion of the theory of (extended) Pru¨fer rings, and prove its decidability. We then link
it to the theory of p.p. rings developed by Weispfenning and show that it admits quantifier elimination in a related language.
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1. Introduction
This article is the sequel of [9] where we proposed a generalization of the notion of von Neumann regularity.
Let TCLS be the model complete theory of regular rings studied by Carson, Lipshitz and Saracino in [3,5], and let
Ru− be the theory of good Rumely domains (see [7]) where the requirement “the Jacobson radical is reduced to
{0}” is replaced by its negation (this theory was studied by Prestel and Schmid [8] in slightly different terms). We
introduced in [9] the theory T− as a hybrid of TCLS and Ru−: inspired by axioms of Rumely domains, its models
are boolean products1 of nontrivial valuation rings (fields for TCLS). Our work derives from the symmetries T−/TCLS
and T−/Ru−.
An important reference offering a different approach consists of the work ofWeispfenning [11–13]. The technology
allowing a transfer of the model theoretic properties of the structures involved in a subdirect product to the subdirect
product itself, is developed in [11] and applied in [13] (among other situations) to the case of boolean products of
valuation rings.
Weispfenning [13] (and [1]) being unpublished and [12] being an abstract we did not know, it is only from the
referee that we learnt the existence of these works ([1] remained unavailable to us). Weispfenning [13] proposes a
theory AAVR∗d which turns out to be equivalent to our theory T−, but whose definition is quite different. It is thus
fair to say that a substantial part of our results was already obtained in different terms in [13]: decidability of AAVR∗d ,
quantifier elimination, model completion (though for different languages).
Weispfenning’s focus is on idempotents, and ours mostly on the maximum spectrum, this determines different
expositions and different languages. This article can thus be read as an alternate version or proof of some propositions
E-mail address: sureson@logique.jussieu.fr.
1 The terminology “boolean products” is from [2].
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of [13], the new results derive from the consideration of different languages (model companion). We shall return to
the overlaps, but let us first introduce our own setting:
Let rad and div be two relation symbols whose interpretations in a ring R are the following:
R |= rad(a, b) iff a ∈ Jacobson radical(b),
R |= div(a, b, c) iff (a) : (b) = (c) in R
((a) is the principal ideal aR and I : J refers to ideal division).
As TCLS is model complete in the language of rings Lring [3,5] and Ru− in the language Lring ∪ {rad} [8], we
showed in [9] the model completeness of T− in the language L− = Lring ∪ {rad, div}.
• Since TCLS is the model companion of the theory of rings without nonzero nilpotent elements [3,5], and since
Ru− plays the same role for the theory of domains [8], a natural question is thus: is there a basic theory of rings, T−
could be the model companion of?
Let us call a ring R (which is not necessarily a domain) Pru¨fer if, for all maximal idealsM of R, the local rings
RM are domains and valuation rings. This can be shown to be an elementary notion. We prove that T− is the model
companion of the theory of Pru¨fer rings (with respect to L−). Since there exists a domain which is a local ring and
which cannot be L− embedded into a model of T−, this result is close to optimal.
The method of proof also induces that T− is not model complete in the language Lring ∪ {rad}: an extra predicate
as div is unavoidable.
• In the next section, we study some basic extensions of T− (fixing a common characteristic for all RM’s, M
maximal ideal of R model of T−).
• Combining results of the previous sections, we then deduce the decidability of T− and of the theory T
generalizing TCLS and T−. As mentioned above, the decidability of the theory AAVR∗d which is equivalent to T−
had already been obtained in [13].
• The last section incorporates concepts of [11], (and at the revision step) we also included some definitions and
results of the unpublished [13] for a more comprehensive view. Replacing the ternary relation div by a binary function
DIV taking values in the set of idempotent elements, we show that T− admits effective quantifier elimination in the
language Lring ∪ {DIV} (having defined the theory AAVR∗d and its associated language Lring ∪ {∗, /}, we state [13]
result concerning primitive recursive quantifier elimination of AAVR∗d with respect to this language).
2. Some basic definitions and notation
We shall refer to the definitions and notation of [9], but we recall in this brief section a few very basic classical
notions.
• Given a ring R, Max(R) denotes the set of maximal ideals of R. It is endowed with the Zariski topology:
the basic open sets are the D(a) = {M ∈ Max(R) : a /∈ M}, for a ∈ R, and the basic closed sets are the
V (a) = {M∈Max(R) : a ∈M}, a in R.
•We write radR(a) for
⋂
V (a). Hence radR(0) :=⋂ Max(R) is the Jacobson radical of R.
Definition 2.1. Let us consider the following properties of a ring R:
T1: Every nonconstant monic polynomial with coefficients in R has a root in R.
T2: Every finitely generated ideal is principal.
T3: For any a, b, d in R such that aR + bR = dR, and for any polynomials Pi (X1, . . . , Xs) in R[X1, . . . , Xs],
where i ≤ k, k ∈ N, if Ra |= ∃x (∧i≤k(Pi (x) = 0)) and Rb |= ∃x (∧i≤k(Pi (x) = 0)), then
Rd |= ∃x (∧i≤k(Pi (x) = 0)).
T4: For all a, b ∈ R \ {0}, there exist a1, a2 in R such that a = a1a2, a1 and b are relatively prime and b ∈ Jacobson
radical(a2).
T5: There exists a nonzero nonunit, and every nonzero nonunit is the product of two relatively prime nonunits.
Let Cfield(R) = {M∈ Max(R) : RM is a field}.
T+6 : Cfield(R) is Max(R).
T−6 : Cfield(R) is empty.
T6: Cfield(R) is an open set.
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T7: For any a ∈ R, a2 = 0 implies a = 0.
T8: For any a ∈ R, the set Xa = {M∈Max(R) : RM |= a = 0} is closed.
All these properties can be shown first order definable, and we often treat them as axioms. We set:
Definition 2.2. Let T+ be the theory of rings satisfying (T1 − T5) + T6 + + (T7 + T8). Let T− correspond to
(T1 − T5)+ T6 − + (T7 + T8), and T to (T1 − T5)+ T6 + (T7 + T8).
We showed in [9] that T+ is equivalent to TCLS. The definition of T4 and T5 is taken from [7], but it is convenient,
in our situation, to include the case 0:
Definition 2.3. T4(extended): For all a, b ∈ R, there exist a1, a2 in R such that a = a1a2, a1 and b are relatively
prime and b ∈ Jacobson radical(a2).
T5(extended): There exists a nonzero nonunit, and every nonunit is the product of two relatively prime nonunits.
We saw in [9, 2.2.3] that T4 and T4(extended) are equivalent modulo T3, and in [9, 3.4] that T5 and T5(extended)
are equivalent modulo (T2+ T3+ T4).
L− is the language Lring ∪ {rad, div} as defined in the introduction. To improve readability, we shall also consider
the Lring definitions of rad and div:
Notation 2.4. • We use the notation “(x, y) = (d)” for the Lring formula
“∃λ,µ, x¯, y¯ (d = λx + µy ∧ x = x¯d ∧ y = y¯d)”.
Hence for a ring R, R |= (a, b) = (d) iff aR + bR = dR.
• We write “x ∈ rad(y)” for the Lring formula “∀z (z, x) = (1)→ (z, y) = (1)”.
In other words, R |= a ∈ rad(b) ⇔ a ∈ radR(b) ⇔ R |= rad(a, b).
• Let “(x) : (y) = (z)” denote the Lring formula
“∃λ (yz = λx) ∧ ∀t, µ ∃ν (t y = µx → t = νz)”.
Hence R |= (a) : (b) = (c) iff R |= div(a, b, c).
3. Model companion issues
Because of the symmetry TCLS/T−, one could wonder whether T− is the model companion, with respect to L−, of
the theory of rings without nonzero nilpotent elements. In fact even strengthening the “no nonzero nilpotent elements”
condition into the requirement “all local rings RM are domains”, one faces some impossibility:
Lemma 3.1. There exists a domain which is a local ring and which cannot be L− embedded into a model of T−.
Proof. Let (X, Y ) denote the maximal ideal generated by X and Y in Q[X, Y ]. Then we consider the local ring
R := Q[X, Y ](X,Y ) = {P(X, Y )/Q(X, Y ) : Q(0, 0) 6= 0}.
We first claim that R |= div(X, Y, X).
– Obviously X ∈ (X) : (Y ) in R,
– let us suppose now that P/Q ∈ (X) : (Y ), with Q(0, 0) 6= 0. We check that P/Q belongs to (X). Let
U, V ∈ Q[X, Y ] with V (0, 0) 6= 0 be such that P/Q · Y = U/V · X . One deduces V (0, Y ) · P(0, Y ) · Y = 0, and
hence P(0, Y ) = 0. Therefore P/Q ∈ X R.
Now let us assume for a contradiction that there is an L− extension S of R which satisfies T−.
Since R |= XY 6= 0, also S |= XY 6= 0. Using the classical ring embedding
hat : S −→
∏
{SM :M ∈ Max(S)}, where ŝ(M) = s, forM ∈ Max(S),
s 7−→ ŝ
we deduce that there exists M 0 ∈ Max(S) such that SM 0 |= XY 6= 0.
Now S being an L− extension of R, we have S |= div(X, Y, X). By [9, Lemma 4.7], SM 0 also satisfies div(X, Y, X).
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SM 0 is a Bezout domain and since Y 6= 0 in SM 0 , we have (X) : (Y ) = (X/ gcd(X, Y )) in SM 0 . Therefore in
SM 0 , (X) = (X/ gcd(X, Y )). Since X is different from 0 in SM 0 , necessarily gcd(X, Y ) is a unit in SM 0 .
We now use the fact that the predicate rad is preserved. Since X and Y belong to XR + Y R which is the only
maximal ideal of R, we infer
R |= rad(X, 0) ∧ rad(Y, 0) and S |= rad(X, 0) ∧ rad(Y, 0).
The last assertion implies X ∈M 0 and Y ∈M 0, which contradicts the fact that gcd(X, Y ) is a unit in SM 0 . 
What makes the above argument possible is the fact that the local ring R is not Bezout. If we add this requirement,
the contradiction vanishes.
Definition 3.2. A ring R (which is not necessarily a domain) is a Pru¨fer ring if, for any M ∈ Max(R), RM is a
domain and a valuation ring.
This notion is classical for domains and known to be elementary in that case. We shall show that the extended
notion is also elementary.
Definition 3.3. Let the formulas null(x, y), null2(x, y, z) and the sentence σdom be respectively:
• null(x, y) := ∃t (t y = 0 ∧ (t, x) = (1)),
• null2(x, y, z) := ∃t1, t2 (t1y = 0 ∧ t2z = 0 ∧ (x, t1, t2) = (1)),
• σdom := ∀x, y, z (null(x, yz)→ null2(x, y, z)).
The meaning of these formulas is the following:
Claim 3.4. Let R be an arbitrary ring, and let c, u, v ∈ R.
(a) R |= null(c, u) ⇔ V (c) ⊆ Xu .
(b) R |= null2(c, u, v) ⇔ V (c) ⊆ Xu ∪ Xv .
(c) R |= σdom ⇔ for any M∈Max(R), RM is a domain.
Proof. (a) Assuming R to be Bezout, we showed this equivalence in [9, Lemma 2.3.6]. One can check that this
hypothesis was not used to prove the implication from left to right: R |= null(c, u) ⇒ V (c) ⊆ Xu .
We verify that with a little care, it can also be avoided in the proof of the reverse implication: let us assume
V (c) ⊆ Xu . For each M ∈ V (c), let tM /∈ M be such that tM u = 0. Then V (c) ⊆ ∪ {D(tM) : M ∈ V (c)}. By
compactness, we deduce that for some k ∈ N, V (c) ⊆⋃i≤k D(tM i ). But D(c)∪⋃i≤k D(tM i ) = Max(R) implies
1 ∈ (c, tM 1 , . . . , tM k ). Let λ, λ1, . . . , λk ∈ R be such that λc +
∑
i≤k λi tM i = 1.
We set t :=∑i≤k λi tM i . Then tu = 0 and (t, c) = (1). Hence R |= null(c, u).
(b) ⇒ : We assume R |= null2(c, u, v). Let t1, t2 ∈ R be such that
R |= t1u = 0 ∧ t2v = 0 ∧ (c, t1, t2) = (1).
If M ∈ V (c), then (c, t1, t2) = (1) implies t1 /∈ M or t2 /∈ M. Hence either RM |= u = 0 or RM |= v = 0.
Therefore V (c) ⊆ Xu ∪ Xv .
⇐ : Let V (c) ⊆ Xu ∪ Xv . Then for any M ∈ V (c), there is tM /∈ M such that (tM u = 0 or tM v = 0). One
has V (c) ⊆ ∪ {D(tM) : M ∈ V (c)} and by compactness again, V (c) ⊆
⋃
i≤k D(tM i ). There exist λ, λ1, . . . , λk
such that λc +∑i≤k λi tM i = 1.
We set Iu := {i ≤ k : tM i u = 0} and Iv := {i ≤ k : tM i u 6= 0 ∧ tM i v = 0}.{Iu, Iv} is a partition of {1, . . . , k}. Let t1 := ∑i∈Iu λi tM i , t2 := ∑i∈Iv λi tM i . Then t1u = t2v = 0 and
(c, t1, t2) = (1) in R. Therefore R |= null2(c, u, v).
(c) ⇒ : Let us assume R |= σdom. GivenM in Max(R), we check that RM is a domain. Let u, v ∈ R be such that
RM |= uv = 0. Then M ∈ Xuv . By [9, Remark 2.3.3], Xuv is open, and hence by [9, Fact 2.3.5], there exists c ∈ R
such that M ∈ V (c) ⊆ Xuv . By (a), R |= null(c, uv). Since R satisfies σdom, we deduce R |= null2(c, u, v), which
by (b) gives V (c) ⊆ Xu ∪ Xv . Since M ∈ V (c), we obtain RM |= u = 0 ∨ v = 0.
⇐ : We suppose now that all RM’s, for M ∈ Max(R), are domains. Let c, u, v ∈ R be such that
R |= null(c, uv). By (a), V (c) ⊆ Xuv . But since all RM’s are domains, one has Xuv = Xu ∪ Xv , and by (b),
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R |= null2(c, u, v).
Hence R |= ∀x, y, z (null(x, yz)→ null2(x, y, z)). 
We can now state:
Lemma 3.5. The class of Pru¨fer rings is elementary.
Proof. One has the equivalence:
R is a Pru¨fer ring iff (i) R |= σdom,
(ii) for any a, b ∈ R, anyM∈Max(R), RM |= a|b ∨ b|a
(x |y means “x divides y”).
Now (ii) is equivalent to the assertion “1 ∈ (a) : (b) + (b) : (a)”; all the arguments of [7, Lemma 2.2] can be
carried out, noting that RM |= a|b is equivalent to the existence of uM ∈ R, vM /∈M such that vM b = uM a. 
We check now that the product of models of T− is again a model of T−. By [4, Theorem 9.1.5], it suffices to verify
that all the axioms of T− are Horn sentences.
Let us recall from [9, 2.3.4] the formulas:{
clos(x, y) := null(x, y) ∧ ∀x¯ (null(x¯, y)→ x ∈ rad(x¯)),
σclos := ∀y ∃x clos(x, y).
By [9, Lemma 2.3.6], in any Bezout ring S (as for Claim 3.4(a), this hypothesis is in fact superfluous), one has the
equivalence:
S |= σclos iff S has property T8.
Also let σ−6 be the sentence “∃x ∈ rad(0)∀y (null(y, x)→ y is a unit )”.
Then by [9, Corollary 2.3.9], in any model of T2+ T3+ T4+ T8, one has
S |= σ−6 iff Cfield(S) = ∅.
We omit the proof of the following:
Claim 3.6. (1) The expressions “x ∈ rad(y)”, “(x) : (y) = (z)” are (equivalent to) Horn formulas.
(2) T1 is expressed by a set of Horn sentences, T2,T4(extended),T5(extended) and T7 can be defined by a Horn
sentence.
(3) σclos and σ−6 are (equivalent to) Horn sentences.
The problem with T3 is the consideration of several polynomials. In its homogenized (and first order) version
Θ3 (see [9, 3.3.1]), we dealt with the implication ∃x
(∧
i≤k aPhomi (x, a) = 0
) ∧ ∃y(∧i≤k bPhomi (y, b) = 0) →
∃z(∧i≤k dPhomi (z, d)=0).
The presence on the right of the arrow of a multiple conjunction is a difficulty.
Definition 3.7. Let T3(single) be the property T3 restricted to the consideration of only one polynomial, and let
Θ3(single) be its first order counterpart:
a ring R has property Θ3(single) if for any a, b, d ∈ R such that (a, b) = (d), for any homogeneous polynomial
P(X, Y ) ∈ R[X, Y ], if both aP(X, a) and bP(X, b) admit zeros, then dP(X, d) also admits some zero.
Lemma 3.8. (a) Relatively to T2 + T4, properties T3(single) and T3 are equivalent.
(b) (T2 + T3(single) + T4) and (T2 +Θ3(single) + T4) are equivalent.
(c) The propertyΘ3(single) can be expressed by a set of Horn sentences.
Proof. (a) We simply note that in the proofs of [9, 2.2.2 and 2.2.10], we used only one polynomial at a time: the
hypothesis T3 can thus be replaced by T3(single). One deduces the implications:(
R has properties T3(single) + T4
) ⇒ (Max(R) is totally disconnected ).(
R Bezout, Max(R) totally disconnected
R has property T3(single)
)
⇒ R ∼= Γ (Max(R), Runion)
(we refer to [9, 2.2] for the notation).
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By [9, 2.2.7], if R is Bezout and Max(R) is totally disconnected, then the ring of sections Γ (Max(R), Runion)
satisfies T3. Hence modulo (T2+ T4), T3(single) and T3 are equivalent.
(b) The proof of [9, 2.3.2] works.
(c) Again we omit the argument. 
From all this, we deduce
Lemma 3.9. (a) A product of models of T− is a model of T−.
(b) Let A be the product of rings Π {Aα : α < κ}. Then for any sequences a = 〈aα : α < κ〉, b = 〈bα : α < κ〉 and
c = 〈cα : α < κ〉, the following hold:
A |= div(a, b, c) ⇐⇒ for any α < κ, Aα |= div(aα, bα, cα)
A |= rad(a, b) ⇐⇒ for any α < κ, Aα |= rad(aα, bα).
Proof. (b) By Claim 3.6(1), the implications from right to left always hold.
Now let us suppose (a) : (b) = (c) in A, and let α < κ be fixed. Obviously bαcα ∈ (aα) in Aα . Also for
xα ∈ (aα) : (bα), let us define d = 〈dα : α < κ〉 as follows: dα := xα, dβ := cβ , for β 6= α. Then d ∈ (a) : (b) in
A. Therefore d ∈ (c) in A, and xα ∈ (cα) in Aα . Hence (aα) : (bα) = (cα) in Aα .
To deduce aα ∈ radAα (bα) from a ∈ radA(b), we simply consider the maximal ideals Πβ<αAβ ×M×Πβ>αAβ ,
forM ∈ Max(Aα). 
We now have all elements to prove:
Proposition 3.10. T− is the model companion of the theory of Pru¨fer rings with respect to the language L−.
Proof. Let R be a fixed Pru¨fer ring. We must L− embed R into a model of T−. Let us present the general idea of the
proof: R can be (Lring) embedded into the product Π {RM : M ∈Max(R)}. Since each RM is a domain, by results
of Prestel and Schmid [8, Corollary 4.4], RM can be (Lring ∪ {rad}) embedded into some model S(M) of Ru−. Now
each S(M) can in turn be (Lring) embedded into the ring of global sections Γ (Max(S(M)), S(M)union) which is a
model of T− ([9, Proposition 2.4.1]). By Lemma 3.9(a), R− := Π {Γ (Max(S(M)), S(M)union) :M∈Max(R)} is a
model of T−. Hence R can be (Lring) embedded into a model R− of T−. To prove our proposition, it remains to show
that this Lring embedding is in fact an L− embedding. Let us set some notation:
Definition 3.11. • For eachM∈Max(R), by [8, 4.4], let S(M) be an Lring ∪ {rad} extension of RM which satisfies
Ru−.
• For each M∈Max(R), let Γ (M) := Γ (Max(S(M)), S(M)union).
• Finally, let R− := Π {Γ (M) :M∈Max(R)}.
At each step we shall collect the appropriate information:
• Step 1: By [9, Lemma 4.7], for r, s, t in R, we have the equivalences:
(♦1)
R |= div(r, s, t) iff for eachM∈Max(R), RM |= div(r, s, t)
R |= rad(r, s) iff for eachM∈Max(R), RM |= rad(r, s).
• Step 2: By definition the predicate rad is preserved in the transition from RM to S(M). We check that it is also the
case for the predicate div. Being a valuation ring, RM , forM∈Max(R), is Bezout; S(M) is also a Bezout domain.
Hence we shall be done if we show the following:
Claim 3.12. Let R1, R2 be two Bezout domains such that R2 is an Lring ∪ {rad} extension of R1. Then for any
a, b, c ∈ R1,
(a) : (b) = (c) in R1 iff (a) : (b) = (c) in R2.
Proof. In any Bezout domain S, for s, t ∈ S, one has:
(s) : (t) = (1) if s = t = 0
(s) : (t) = (s/ gcd(s, t)) otherwise.
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Hence we have to check that, for any a, b ∈ R1, (a) = (b) in R2 implies (a) = (b) in R1. It suffices to show that,
for any a, b ∈ R1,
(a divides b in R2) ⇒ (a divides b in R1).
Since “x is a unit” is equivalent to “rad(1, x)”, nonunits in R1 remain nonunits in R2. We assume a divides b in R2.
Let (a, b) = (d), a = a¯d, b = b¯d in R1. a must divide d in R2. We deduce that for some λ ∈ R2, d = λa = λa¯d . If
d = 0, then we are done. If d 6= 0, then R2 being a domain, a¯ must be a unit in R2, and hence in R1. Since d divides
b in R1, we conclude that a divides b in R1. 
Hence we deduce that for any r, s, t in R,
(♦2)
RM |= div(r, s, t) iff S(M) |= div(r, s, t)
RM |= rad(r, s) iff S(M) |= rad(r, s).
• Step 3: The transition is now from S(M) to Γ (M). We check that for any ring S such that Max(S) is totally
disconnected, S is L− embedded into Γ (Max(S)), Sunion) via the embedding hat : S −→ Γ (Max(S), Sunion),
s 7−→ ŝ
where ŝ(M) = s, forM ∈ Max(S).
By [9, Lemma 2.2.4], for any s, t ∈ S, we have the equivalences (keeping the same notation as in 2.2.4 for B(M))
Γ (Max(S), Sunion) |= rad(̂s, t̂) ⇔ for anyM ∈ Max(S) (̂t ∈ B(M)⇒ ŝ ∈ B(M))
⇔ for anyM ∈ Max(S) (t ∈M⇒ s ∈M)
⇔ S |= rad(s, t).
Now again by [9, 2.2.4], forM ∈ Max(S), we have the isomorphism:
ΦM : Γ (Max(S), Sunion)B(M) −→ SM
f/g 7−→ f (M)/g(M), for g /∈ B(M).
We deduce that, for any r, s, t in S,
(∗) Γ (Max(S), Sunion)B(M ) |= div(̂r , ŝ, t̂) iff SM |= div(r, s, t).
One derives the equivalences:
S |= div(r, s, t) ⇐⇒ for anyM ∈ Max(S), SM |= div(r, s, t) (by [9, 4.7]),
⇐⇒ for anyM ∈ Max(Γ (Max(S), Sunion)),
Γ (Max(S), Sunion)M |= div(̂r , ŝ, t̂) (by (∗)),
⇐⇒ Γ (Max(S), Sunion) |= div(̂r , ŝ, t̂) (again by [9, 4.7]).
Interpreting the embedding as an inclusion (̂r = r ), we obtain: for r, s, t ∈ R,
(♦3)
S(M) |= div(r, s, t) iff Γ (M) |= div(r, s, t)
S(M) |= rad(r, s) iff Γ (M) |= rad(r, s).
• Step 4: Let now R− := Π {Γ (M) : M ∈ Max(R)}. This last step is taken care of by Lemma 3.9(b): for
f, g, h ∈ R−, one has:
(♦4)
R− |=div( f, g, h) iff for allM∈Max(R), Γ (M) |=div( f (M), g(M), h(M)),
R− |= rad( f, g) iff for allM∈Max(R), Γ (M) |= rad( f (M), g(M)).
• Let us now conclude the proof of Proposition 3.10 : since we treated Step 3 as an inclusion, for anyM∈Max(R),
we have RM ⊆ S(M) ⊆ Γ (M). We thus consider the embedding
hat : R −→ R −
r 7−→ r̂ , where r̂(M) = r , forM∈Max(R).
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For r, s, t ∈ R, the following equivalences hold:
R |= div(r, s, t) ⇐⇒ for any M∈Max(R) RM |= div(r, s, t) (by ♦1)
⇐⇒ for any M∈Max(R) SM |= div(r, s, t) (by ♦2)
⇐⇒ for any M∈Max(R) Γ (M) |= div(r, s, t) (by ♦3)
⇐⇒ R− |= div(̂r , ŝ, t̂) (by ♦4).
Similarly, R |= rad(r, s) ⇐⇒ R − |= (̂r , ŝ). 
By a slight modification of the above proof, it is possible to embed, with respect to the language Lring ∪ {rad}, any
ring without nontrivial nilpotent elements into a model of T−. We shall use this fact to show:
Proposition 3.13. There does not exist an existential formula φ in the language Lring ∪ {rad} such that for any model
R of T−, any a, b, c in R, one has the equivalence: (a) : (b) = (c) in R iff R |= φ(a, b, c).
Hence T− is not model complete in the language Lring ∪ {rad}.
Proof. Let R be a model of T− and let Spec(R) be the set of prime ideals of R. We consider the following embedding
i : R −→ ∏{R/P : P ∈ Spec(R)},
r 7−→ r¯
where r¯(P) = [r ]P, for P ∈ Spec(R).
Now since each R/P, forP ∈ Spec(R), is a domain, we can argue as above with R/P instead of RM , and extend
R/P to a model R′(P) of Ru−. We then embed each R′(P) into Γ ′(P) := Γ (Max(R′(P)), R′(P)union). Treating
this last step as an inclusion, we finally embed R into R := Π {Γ ′(P) : P ∈ Spec(R)}, through
i : R −→ R
r 7−→ r¯ . ; R is a model of T
−.
We claim that i is an Lring ∪ {rad} embedding. The only difference with the above arguments concerns the first step.
But we can still insure (♦1) restricted to the predicate rad:
Let P be a prime ideal. For each M ∈ Max(R), let M := {[m]P : m ∈ M}. Then Max(R/P) is the set
{M : P ⊆M}. For a, b ∈ R, one deduces the equivalence:
a ∈ radR(b) iff for anyP ∈ Spec(R), a¯(P) ∈ radR/P(b¯(P)).
This allows us to conclude that i : R −→ R is an Lring ∪ {rad} embedding.
The proof now consists in defining a, b, c in R such that (a) : (b) = (c) in R, but (i(a)) : (i(b)) 6= (i(c)) in R.
This will imply that div cannot be defined in an existential way in Lring ∪ {rad}.
LetM 0 ∈ Max(R). Since RM 0 is not a field, there must exist α ∈M 0 such that RM 0 |= α 6= 0.
We set b := α and a := b2, and let c ∈ R be such that
{
RM |= c = α, ifM ∈ (Xα)c
RM |= c = 1, otherwise.
Then, for anyM∈Max(R), (a) : (b) = (c) in RM . Hence by [9, 4.7], one has (a) : (b) = (c) in R.
Now α ∈ M 0 and RM 0 |= b = c = α imply b, c ∈ M 0. Therefore [a]M 0 = [b]M 0 = [c]M 0 = 0 and
([a]M 0) : ([b]M 0) = (1) in R/M 0; this gives ([a]M 0) : ([b]M 0) 6= ([c]M 0) in R/M 0. Now the predicate div is
preserved in the transition from R/M 0 to R′(M 0), and again in the transition from R′(M 0) to Γ ′(M 0). We deduce:
(∗∗) ([a]M 0) : ([b]M 0) 6= ([c]M 0) in Γ ′(M 0).
By Lemma 3.9(b), we know that:
(i(r)) : (i(s)) = (i(t)) in R iff for any P ∈ Spec(R),
([r ]P) : ([s]P) = ([t]P) in Γ ′(P).
Hence we deduce from (∗∗) that (i(a)) : (i(b)) 6= (i(c)) in R. Therefore div cannot be expressed in an existential
way, relatively to the language Lring ∪ {rad}, in T−. 
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4. A few basic extensions of T−
We study in this section models R of T− such that the characteristic of all valuation rings RM, forM∈Max(R),
takes a unique value p (p prime or p = 0).
Definition 4.1. (i) For n ∈ N, let Axn be the axiom “∃x (null(x, n) ∧ x nonunit)”.
(ii) Let T0 − be the theory T−+{¬Axn : n ∈ N∗}.
(iii) For p prime, let Tp − :=T−+{p = 0}.
Claim 4.2. (a) Let p be a prime integer and let R be a ring. Then one has the equivalence: R satisfies Axp iff there
is M∈Max(R) such that char (RM) = p.
(b) T0 − is the theory of models of T− such that all RM’s, forM∈Max(R), have characteristic 0.
Proof. (a) Again by [9, 2.3.3], X p = {M ∈Max(R) : RM |= p = 0} is an open set, and by [9, 2.3.5], given any
nonempty open set O , anyM ∈ O , there exists d ∈ R such that M ∈ V (d) ⊆ O . Hence
X p 6= ∅ iff there is V (d) 6= ∅ such that V (d) ⊆ X p,
iff R |= Axp (by Claim 3.4). 
We shall show that, for p prime, Tp − is complete, but let us first identify all complete extensions of T0 −.
Definition 4.3. Let R be an arbitrary ring with characteristic 0. We equate Z to its image via the natural embedding,
and denote by Q ∩ R the localized ring Z · S−1 where S := {r ∈ Z : r is a unit in R}.
Claim 4.4. Let R be a model of T0 −.
(a) For any k, l,m ∈ Z, if (k) : (l) = (m) in Z, then also (k) : (l) = (m) in R.
(b) Let k ∈ Z and l ∈ Z∗. Then k ∈ radR(l) iff k ∈ radQ∩R(l).
(c) If radR(0) ∩ Z 6= {0}, then for any k ∈ Z, k ∈ radR(0) iff k ∈ radQ∩R(0).
If radR(0) ∩ Z = {0}, then (by hypothesis) for any k ∈ Z, k ∈ radR(0) iff k = 0.
Proof. (a) In Bezout domains, the relation (x) : (y) = (z) admits the following existential definition:
“∃u, d [u unit ∧ (d) = (x, y) ∧ ((d 6= 0 ∧ dz = ux) ∨ (d = 0 ∧ z = u))]”.
Since R satisfies T0 −, each RM , forM∈Max(R), is a Bezout domain containing Z. Hence for k, l,m ∈ Z, we
deduce the implications:
Z |= (k) : (l) = (m) =⇒ for allM∈Max(R), RM |= (k) : (l) = (m)
=⇒ R |= (k) : (l) = (m) ([9, 4.7]).
(b) We recall that A := Q ∩ R. The following sets are equal:
• {M ∩ A :M∈Max(R) andM ∩ A 6= (0) },
• { pA : p prime and p nonunit in R },
• { pA : p prime and p nonunit in A }.
We thus deduce, for k ∈ Z, l ∈ Z∗, the equivalences:
k ∈ radR(l) ⇐⇒ for any prime p, A |= p|l → p|k,
⇐⇒ k ∈ radA(l).
(c) Let radR(0) ∩ Z 6= {0}. Then necessarily, for any M ∈ Max(R), M ∩ A 6= (0). We thus infer as in (b):
k ∈ radR(0) ⇐⇒ for any prime p, A |= p|k,
⇐⇒ k ∈ radA(0). 
We shall need some quantifier elimination type result:
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Lemma 4.5. For k ∈ N∗, let radk be a (k + 1)ary relation symbol whose interpretation in a ring R is as follows:
R |= radk(a0, a1, . . . , ak) iff a0 ∈ radR(a1, . . . , ak).
Given an Lring formula φ(x), one can construct effectively polynomials Pi (X), Qi (X) in Z[X], for i ≤ l, l ∈ N,
and a quantifier free Lring ∪ {radk : k ∈ N∗} formula ψ(y) such that:
T− ` φ(x) ↔ ∃t
[∧
i≤l
div(Pi (x), Qi (x), ti ) ∧ ψ(t)
]
,
↔ ∀t
[∧
i≤l
div(Pi (x), Qi (x), ti ) → ψ(t)
]
.
Proof. By [9, Lemma 4.9] and the proof of [9, Lemma 4.10], one can obtain such Pi ’s, Qi ’s and ψ for any L−
existential formula (and hence for any L− universal formula): to get an effective construction, (as in [10]) one uses the
effective quantifier elimination in the language Lring ∪{|} of the theory of nontrivial valuation rings with algebraically
closed fraction field [6]. We then argue by induction on the length of the formula φ. 
Remark 4.6. In the same line, for k, l ∈ N∗, let us consider the (Lring definable) predicates radk,l of [10,7] whose
interpretation in a ring R is the following: for a,b ∈ Rk, c,d ∈ Rl
R |= radk,l(a,b, c,d) iff
⋂
i<k
(ai ) :(bi ) ⊆ radR((c0) :(d0)+ · · · + (cl−1) :(dl−1)).
Then T− admits effective quantifier elimination in the language Lring ∪ {radk,l : k, l ∈ N∗}. But Lemma 4.5 will
be as convenient for our applications, and we shall see in the last section that T− admits quantifier elimination in a
finite language. Nevertheless, as suggested at the very end of the article, the language Lring ∪ {radk,l : k, l ∈ N∗} may
have some interest which has not been exploited in this work.
The following lemma resembles [8, Theorem 4.5]. Its proof is in the manner of [7]
Lemma 4.7. Let R1 and R2 be two models of T0 −. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) R1 ≡ R2,
(2)
{
(2.i) Q ∩ R1 = Q ∩ R2, and
(2.ii) radR1(0) ∩ Z = {0} iff radR2(0) ∩ Z = {0}.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2)
If R1 ≡ R2, then clearly, for any k ∈ Z,
R1 |= k unit iff R2 |= k unit,
k ∈ radR1(0) iff k ∈ radR2(0).
Hence (2.i) and (2.ii) hold.
(2)⇒ (1)
Let R1 and R2 be two models of T0 − satisfying (2.i) and (2.ii). Let σ be an Lring sentence such that R1 |= σ . We
check R2 |= σ .
By Lemma 4.5, there exist pi , qi ∈ Z, for i ≤ l, and a quantifier free Lring ∪ {radk : k ∈ N∗} formula ψ(y) such
that:
(♦) T− ` σ ↔ ∃t
[∧
i≤l
div(pi , qi , ti ) ∧ ψ(t)
]
,
(♦♦) T− ` σ ↔ ∀t
[∧
i≤l
div(pi , qi , ti ) → ψ(t)
]
.
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Let u ∈ Zl be such that, for any i ≤ l, (pi ) : (qi ) = (ui ) in Z. By Claim 4.4(a), both R1 and R2 satisfy
“
∧
i≤l div(pi , qi , ui )”. Since Z is Bezout, we deduce from (b), (c) of the same Claim, (2.i) and (2.ii) that for any
n,m1, . . . ,mk ∈ Z:
n ∈ radR1(m1, . . . ,mk) iff n ∈ radR2(m1, . . . ,mk).
ψ(y) being quantifier free, we deduce:
R1 |= σ (by (♦♦))=⇒ R1 |= ψ(u) =⇒ R2 |= ψ(u) (by (♦))=⇒ R2 |= σ. 
Let Prime be the set of prime integers, Lemma 4.7 motivates the following:
Definition 4.8. Let P ⊆ Prime.
• U (P) is the set of axioms: {p nonunit : p ∈ P} ∪ {p unit : p ∈ Prime \ P}.
• If P is empty or infinite, let T(P) :=T0 −+U (P).
• If P is finite or nonempty, let T(P,0) := T0 −+ U (P)+{Π P ∈ rad(0)}, and let T(P,1) := T0 −+ U (P)+{Π P /∈
rad(0)}.
Proposition 4.9. (a) All previous theories: T(P), for P infinite or empty, T(P,0), T(P,1), for P finite nonempty, are
consistent.
(b) All these theories are complete.
(c) They are the only complete extensions of T0 −.
Proof. (a) If R is a model of Ru−, then by [9, 2.4.1], Γ (Max(R), Runion) satisfies T−. When moreover R is of
characteristic 0, all its valuation rings RM, M∈Max(R), have characteristic 0, and hence by [9, 2.2.4], all local rings
Γ (Max(R), Runion)M , for M ∈ Max(Γ (Max(R), Runion)), also have characteristic 0.
Therefore R̂ := Γ (Max(R), Runion) is a model of T0 −. One can view R as an L− substructure of R̂ (through the
identification r 7→ r̂ – see step 3 in the proof of Proposition 3.10). We deduce that, for r ∈ R:
• R̂ |= r unit⇐⇒ R̂ |= 1 ∈ rad(r) ⇐⇒ R |= 1 ∈ rad(r) ⇐⇒ R |= r unit.
• R̂ |= r ∈ rad(0) ⇐⇒ R |= r ∈ rad(0).
Therefore
{
• R̂ ∩ Q = R ∩ Q,
• radR̂(0) ∩ Z = radR(0) ∩ Z.
The consistency of (respectively) T(P), T(P,0), T(P,1) is thus equivalent to the consistency of (respectively):
• Θ(P) := Ru− +U (P),
• Θ(P,0) := Ru− +U (P)+ {Π P ∈ rad(0)},
• Θ(P,1) := Ru− +U (P)+ {Π P /∈ rad(0)}.
For P ⊆ Prime, let SP be the multiplicative set generated by {1} ∪ (Prime\ P) and let AP := Z · S−1P . Theorem
4.7 of [8] asserts the existence of a model R of Ru− such that R ∩ Q = AP , and when P is finite and nonempty,
such that Π P ∈ rad(0), but not such that Π P /∈ rad(0). Resorting to different arguments, it is possible to extend [8,
Theorem 4.7] in order to obtain radR(0)∩Alg(R) = {0}, and hence Π P /∈ radR(0) (Alg(R) is the algebraic closure
in R of the prime ring of R). But since we are concerned here with R ∩ Q (and not with “R ∩ Q˜”), we propose
elementary arguments to show the consistency of our theories.
• We assume first that P is empty or infinite. Let us check that any finite subset of Θ(P) is consistent: let P0 finite
⊆ P, Q0 finite ⊆ Prime \ P . We look for a model of Θ :=Ru−+{p nonunit: p ∈ P0} + {p unit : p ∈ Q0}.
Let q ∈ Prime \ (P0 ∪ Q0). We set Q := Prime \ (P0 ∪ {q}) (we add q for the case P = ∅). Then by arguments
of [7] or [8], Z˜ · S−1Q is a model of (Ru.1−Ru.5) + {p nonunit : p ∈ P0 ∪ {q}} + {p unit : p ∈ Q} (the properties
Ru.1−Ru.5 are defined in [7]). Also Z˜ · S−1Q |= qΠ P0 ∈ rad(0). Hence Z˜ · S−1Q is a model of Θ . One deduces the
consistency of Θ(P).
• Let now P be finite and nonempty. We set Q := Prime \ P . Then Z˜ · S−1Q satisfies Π P ∈ rad(0). Hence by
arguments as above, Z˜ · S−1Q is a model of:
Ru− + {p non unit : p ∈ P} + {p unit : p ∈ Prime \ P} + {Π P ∈ rad(0)},
that is Θ(P,0).
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To show consistency of Θ(P,1), we check that any finite subset of Θ(P,1) admits a model. Hence let Q0 finite
⊆ Prime \ P . We look for a model of
Θ ′ := Ru− + {p non unit : p ∈ P} + {p unit : p ∈ Q0} + {Π P /∈ rad(0)}.
Let q ∈ Prime \ (P ∪ Q0). We set Q := Prime \ (P ∪ {q}). Z˜ · S−1Q is a model of
Ru− + {p non unit : p ∈ P ∪ {q}} + {p unit : p ∈ Q0} + {qΠ P ∈ rad(0)}.
Since q and Π P are relatively prime and since q is a nonunit in Z˜ · S−1Q , we deduce that Z˜ · S−1Q |= Π P /∈ rad(0).
Hence finally Z˜ · S−1Q |= Θ ′. We conclude that Θ(P,1) is consistent.
As seen above, all this implies that T(P), T(P,0), T(P,1) are consistent.
(b) We check completeness.
• Let first P be empty or infinite, and let R1 and R2 be two models of T(P). We have R1∩Q = R2∩Q = Z·S−1P = AP .
Let S be a ring with characteristic 0. One checks that radS(0) ∩ Z ⊆ radS∩Q(0). If P is empty or infinite, then
necessarily radAP (0) = {0}. We thus deduce that radR1(0) ∩ Z = radR2(0) ∩ Z = {0}. By Lemma 4.7, R1 ≡ R2.
• Let now P be finite and nonempty.
If R1 and R2 are two models of T(P,0), then R1 ∩Q = R2 ∩Q = AP and Π P ∈ radR1(0)∩ radR2(0)∩Z. Hence
again by Lemma 4.7, R1 ≡ R2.
To show the completeness of T(P,1), we shall check the following assertion:
“Let R be such that R ∩Q = AP . Then radR(0) ∩ Z 6= {0} implies Π P ∈ radR(0)”.
Admitting this assertion, we deduce that if R1 and R2 are two models of T(P,1), then necessarily radR1 ∩ Z =
radR2 ∩ Z = {0}, and by Lemma 4.7, R1 ≡ R2.
Hence let R ∩ Q = AP . We have radR(0) ∩ Z ⊆ radAP (0) ∩ Z = (Π P)Z. Let P = {p1, . . . , pk}.
We assume m ∈ radR(0) ∩ Z∗. Then m can be written as m = εpe11 · · · pekk q f11 · · · q fll , with ε ∈ {−1, 1},
ei , f j ≥ 1, q j ∈ Prime \ P, for i ≤ k, j ≤ l.
Since the q j ’s are units in R, VR(m) = VR(Π P). We conclude that Π P ∈ radR(0). This proves the assertion and
finishes the proof of (b).
(c) Any complete extension of T0 − contains a theory T(P), T(P,0) or T(P,1). Hence we conclude by (b). 
Proposition 4.9 and its proof give the following corollary and proposition:
Corollary 4.10. T0 − = Th(Γ (Max(R), Runion) : R model of Ru− with char(R) = 0).
Proposition 4.11. T0 − is decidable.
To deal with models of Tp − := T− + {p = 0}, for p prime, we shall need an easy analogue of Claim 4.4:
Claim 4.12. Let F be a field included in some ring R.
(a) For a, b, c ∈ F, (a) : (b) = (c) in F iff (a) : (b) = (c) in R,
(b) For b1, . . . , bs in F, a ∈ radF (b1, . . . , bs) iff a ∈ radR(b1, . . . , bs).
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from the fact that all a, b, c, b1, . . . , bs are either units or equal to 0. 
Proposition 4.13. Let p be prime. Then Tp − is consistent and complete.
Proof. – Let us show consistency. By [8, Thm 3.1, Cor 4.4], every domain admits an extension, with respect to
the language Lring, which is a model of Ru−. Starting with the field Fp, we thus obtain a model R p of Ru− with
characteristic p > 0. But then Γ (Max(R p), R punion) is the expected model of Tp
−.
– To prove completeness, we argue from the previous claim and the field Fp, as in the proof of Lemma 4.7, to deduce
the elementary equivalence of two models of Tp −. 
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For use in the next section, let us note the following result:
Lemma 4.14. Let R be a Pru¨fer ring such that all RM’s, forM∈Max(R), have characteristic 0. Then R can be L−
embedded into a model of T0 −.
Proof. Let R satisfy the above hypotheses. Arguing as for Proposition 3.10, and keeping the same notation, we L−
embed R into the model R− := Π {Γ (Max(S(M)), S(M)union) :M∈Max(R)} via the mapping hat : r 7→ r̂ , where
r̂(M) = r , for M∈Max(R). R− is a model of T−.
We note that, for eachM∈Max(R), since RM has characteristic 0, S(M) must also have characteristic 0. Hence,
for each M∈Max(R), Γ (Max(S(M)), S(M)union) is a model of T0 −.
Now one can check that the sentence ¬Axn , for n ∈ N, is a Horn sentence (precisely “∀x, t, u, v ∃y [(tn =
0 ∧ tu + vx = 1) −→ xy = 1]”). We deduce that the product R− is a model of T0 −. 
5. Decidability of T− and T
To unify the notation concerning strictly positive characteristic and characteristic 0, we introduce the following:
Notation 5.1. Let R be a ring such that all RM’s, for M ∈ Max(R), are domains. For p prime or p = 0, we set
Y R(p) := {M∈Max(R) : char (RM) = p}
(for p prime> 0, Y R(p) is our previous set X p).
If R satisfies T−, then for p prime> 0, Y R(p) is a clopen set. It is not necessarily the case for Y R(0):
Fact 5.2. Let R be a ring such that all RM’s, forM∈Max(R), are domains. Then Y R(0) is a closed set but if the set
{p ∈ Prime : Y R(p) 6= ∅} is infinite, then Y R(0) is not open (and hence is nonempty).
Proof. For p prime> 0, Y R(p) (:= X p) is open. Hence the set Y R(0) = Max(R) \⋃{Y R(p) : p ∈ Prime} is
closed.
Now if Y R(0) is open, then from the open covering Y R(0) ∪⋃p∈Prime Y R(p) of Max(R), one can extract a finite
covering. Hence {p ∈ Prime : Y R(p) 6= ∅} must be finite. 
Definition 5.3. Let R be a model of T−. For p ∈ Prime ∪ {0}, let R(p) be the ring of sections on Y R(p), that is
Γ (Y R(p), Runion(Y R(p))) (with the notation of [9, 2.2]).
If p ∈ Prime, then Y R(p) is clopen. By [9, 3.2], R(p) is a model of T−, and hence a model of Tp −. But unless
Y R(0) is clopen, we cannot assert that R(0) is a model of T− (and hence of T0 −): satisfaction of T5 is problematic.
One can show that the theory of a model R of T− is completely determined by the following
data: • the set PR := {p ∈ Prime ∪ {0} : Y R(p) 6= ∅},
• and if 0 ∈ PR, by
{
the set R(0) ∩Q, and
whether or not radR(0)(0) ∩ Z = {0}.
But we could not write in all cases, in a first order way, the condition radR(0)(0) ∩ Z = {0}. Hence to bypass this
difficulty and to show the decidability of T−, we shall resort to the following:
Lemma 5.4. Let R be a model of T− satisfying some Lring sentence σ . Then there exists a model S of T− also
satisfying σ , and such that the set {p ∈ Prime : Y S(p) 6= ∅} is finite.
Proof. Let R |=T−+ σ , and let P := {p ∈ Prime : Y R(p) 6= ∅}.
• If Y R(0) is empty, then by Fact 5.2, the set P is finite. Hence we can take S = R.
• Therefore we assume from now on that Y R(0) is nonempty. By model completeness of T−, σ is equivalent to a
disjunction of primitive L− formulas. Hence R satisfies one of them φ := ∃z (∧i≤m φi (z)∧∧l≤s ¬θl(z)), for φi , θl
atomic in L−, where i ≤ m, l ≤ s.
Let u ∈ Rt be such that R |=∧i≤m φi (u) ∧∧l≤s ¬θl(u).
For any atomic L− formula ∆(x), any ring S, any tuple s of S, one has ([9, 4.7]):
S |= ∆(s) iff for anyM ∈ Max(S), SM |= ∆(s).
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Hence, for anyM∈Max(R), RM |= φi (u), i ≤ m, and for each l ≤ s, one can choose M l ∈ Max(R) such that
RM l |= ¬θl(u).
Let P be the finite set {p ∈ Prime : ∃l ≤ s such thatM l ∈ Y R(p)}. We set Y := Y R(0) ∪⋃{Y R(p) : p ∈ P}.
By Fact 5.2, Y is a closed subset of Max(R). We claim that Γ (Y, Runion(Y )) satisfies φ.
For ∆(x) atomic in L−, and f¯ ∈ Γ (Y, Runion(Y )), we have the equivalences:
Γ (Y, Runion(Y )) |= ∆( f¯ ) iff for any M ∈ Max(Γ (Y, Runion(Y ))),
Γ (Y, Runion(Y ))M |= ∆( f¯ ),
iff for any M ∈ Y, RM |= ∆( f¯ (M)) ([9, 2.2.4(3)]).
We recall that, for r ∈ R, r̂ ∈ Π {RM : M ∈ Max(R)} is such that r̂(M) = r , for all M ∈ Max(R). If
u = (u1, . . . , ut ), then we write û|Y for (û1|Y , . . . , ût |Y ).
Since û|Y ∈ Γ (Y, Runion(Y ))t , we deduce:
Γ (Y, Runion(Y )) |=
∧
i≤m
φi (̂u|Y ) ∧
∧
l≤s
¬θl (̂u|Y ).
Hence Γ (Y, Runion(Y )) |= φ.
But Γ (Y, Runion(Y )) ∼= Γ (Y R(0), Runion(Y R(0))) × ∏p∈P Γ (Y R(p), Runion(Y R(p))) (Y R(0) is clopen with
respect to the topology induced on Y ).
Hence Γ (Y, Runion(Y )) ∼= R(0) × ∏p∈P R(p). But R(0) is a Pru¨fer ring such that all R(0)M 0 , for M 0 ∈
Max(R(0)), are domains of characteristic 0. Hence by Lemma 4.14, there exists an L− extension R0 of R(0) which
is a model of T0 −. By Lemma 3.9, R(0) ×∏p∈P R(p) is an L− substructure of S := R0 ×∏p∈P R(p). Since φ
is existential, it must hold in S, and again by Lemma 3.9, S is a model of T−. Since T− ` φ → σ , we deduce that
S |= σ. Moreover the set {p ∈ Prime : Y S(p) 6= ∅} = P is finite. 
To prove the decidability of T−, we shall find all complete extensions of T− with models R such that the set
PR := {p ∈ Prime ∪ {0} : Y R(p) 6= ∅} is finite.
Let R be such that PR is finite. Then all Y R(p), for p ∈ PR , are clopen (we allowed 0 in PR). Hence one has
R ∼=∏p∈PR Γ (Y R(p), Runion(Y R(p))) ∼=∏p∈PR R(p), where R(p) |=Tp −, for p ∈ PR .
Claim 5.5. Let R and S be two models of T− such that the sets PR := {p ∈ Prime ∪ {0} : Y R(p) 6= ∅} and
PS := {p ∈ Prime ∪ {0} : Y S(p) 6= ∅} are equal and finite, and, in case 0 belongs to these sets, such that
R(0) ≡ S(0). Then R and S are elementary equivalent.
Proof. By completeness of the Tp −, for p > 0, and by a corollary of Feferman–Vaught theorem for products of
structures (see [4, Cor. 9.6.5]). 
Hence our goal is now to describe (using Lemma 4.7) the theory of R(0) inside R. The definition of the formula
“clos(x, y)” was given before Claim 3.6.
Definition 5.6. Let φunit(x) := (x2) : (x) = (1), and for P finite ⊆ Prime, let µP (x) := ∀z
(
clos(z,Π P)→ zx ∈
rad(0)
)
(by convention Π∅ = 1).
Claim 5.7. Let R be a model of T− such that Y R(0) 6= ∅ and let r ∈ Z. Then
(a) R |= φunit(r) ⇔ R(0) |= r unit.
(b) Let moreover P := {p ∈ Prime : Y R(p) 6= ∅} be finite. Then
R |= µP (r) ⇔ r ∈ radR(0)(0).
Proof. Let r ∈ Z be fixed and let R be a model of T− such that Y R(0) 6= ∅.
(a) We take c ∈ R such that
{
RM |= c = r, for M ∈ (Xr )c,
RM |= c = 1, for M ∈ Xr .
Then as in the proof of Proposition 3.13, R |= (r2) : (r) = (c).
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⇒ : We assume (r2) : (r) = (1) in R. Hence (c) = (1) in R and c must be a unit in R. The inclusion
Y R(0) ⊆ (Xr )c implies that for any M ∈ Y R(0), r is a unit in RM . By [9, 2.2.4(3)], for any M ∈ R(0),
R(0)M |= r unit. Hence r is a unit in R(0).
⇐ : We suppose now that r is a unit in R(0). Xr is the set ⋃{Y R(p) : p|r}. If p is a prime integer not dividing
r , then r is a unit in Fp, and hence in RM , forM ∈ Y R(p). Therefore, for anyM ∈ (Xr )c, RM |= r unit.
We deduce that, in any RM, M ∈ Max(R), c is a unit. So finally c is a unit in R and we deduce (r2) : (r) = (1) in
R.
(b) We suppose now that the set P = {p ∈ Prime : Y R(p) 6= ∅} is finite. Y R(0) which is Max(R) \⋃p∈P Y R(p)
is a clopen set. Let c ∈ R be any element such that Y R(0) = D(c) ([9, Fact 2.1.2]). Then we have the equivalences:
r ∈ radR(0)(0) ⇐⇒ for any M ∈ Max(R(0)), r ∈M
⇐⇒ for any M ∈ Y R(0), r ∈M ([9, 2.2.4])
⇐⇒ for any M ∈ D(c), r ∈M
⇐⇒ cr ∈ radR(0).
Now XΠ P =
⋃
p∈P Y R(p) = (Y R(0))c. By [9, 2.3.6], for d ∈ R, we have the equivalence: R |=
clos(d,Π P) ⇔ V (d) = XΠ P . We thus deduce:
R |= µP (r) ⇐⇒ for any c ∈ R such that V (c) = XΠ P , cr ∈ radR(0),
⇐⇒ for any c ∈ R such that Y R(0) = D(c), cr ∈ radR(0),
⇐⇒ r ∈ radR(0)(0) (by above). 
Let us now enumerate all complete extensions of T− whose models R are such that the set {p ∈ Prime : Y R(p)}
is finite.
Definition 5.8. Let P, Q ⊆ Prime.
(i) For P finite and nonempty, let Th(P) :=T−+{Axp : p ∈ P} + {Π P = 0}.
(ii) For P finite, Q empty or infinite, let
Th(P,Q) :=T−+{Axp : p ∈ P} + {¬Axp : p ∈ Prime \ P} + {Π P 6= 0} +
{¬φunit(q) : q ∈ Q} + {φunit(q) : q ∈ Prime \ Q}.
(iii) For P finite, Q finite and nonempty, let
Th(P,Q,0) :=T−+{Axp : p ∈ P} + {¬Axp : p ∈ Prime \ P} + {Π P 6= 0} +
{¬φunit(q) : q ∈ Q} + {φunit(q) : q ∈ Prime \ Q} + {µP (Π Q)}.
Th(P,Q,1) :=T−+{Axp : p ∈ P} + {¬Axp : p ∈ Prime \ P} + {Π P 6= 0} +
{¬φunit(q) : q ∈ Q} + {φunit(q) : q ∈ Prime \ Q} + {¬µP (Π Q)}.
From Lemma 4.7, Proposition 4.13, and Claim 5.5, we deduce:
Lemma 5.9. All theories Th(P), Th(P,Q), Th(P,Q,0), Th(P,Q,1), for adequate P, Q,’s are consistent and complete.
They are the only complete extensions of T− whose models R satisfy “the set {p ∈ Prime : Y R(p)} is finite”.
We note that:
• for a model R of Th(P), the condition “Π P = 0” implies Max(R) = ⋃p∈P Y R(p) and hence Y R(0) = ∅.
Therefore R ∼=∏p∈P R(p) (with R(p) |= Tp −).
• for a model R of Th(P,Q), Th(P,Q,0) or Th(P,Q,1), the axioms “Π P 6= 0”, ¬Axp, for p ∈ Prime \ P , imply
Y R(0) 6= ∅, and hence R ∼= R(0)×∏p∈P R(p).
As mentioned in the introduction, the following (a) had already been obtained (for an equivalent theory) by
Weispfenning [13, thm3.3]:
Proposition 5.10 ([13], us).
(a) T− is decidable.
(b) T is decidable.
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Proof. (a) One can easily deduce from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.9 that the set of sentences which are not provable from T−
is recursively enumerable, and hence that T− is decidable.
(b) We know from [9, 3.1] that any model of T is a model of TCLS, a model of T−, or any product of two such
models. By [5], TCLS is decidable, by (a) T− also, hence we appeal again to a consequence for finite products of the
Feferman–Vaught theorem to deduce the decidability of T:
Proposition 5.11 ([4] Corollary 9.6.4). Let L be the language of rings. There is an algorithm which produces for
each L-sentence τ , a finite sequence 〈(θi , χi ) : i ≤ n〉 of pairs of L-sentences such that, for any L-structures A, B,
A× B |= τ iff there is i ≤ n such thatA |= θi andB |= χi . 
6. P.p. rings and quantifier elimination
This section is greatly influenced by the work of Weispfenning [11] and stresses the role of idempotents. Though
we do not use results of [13], we shall introduce some of its constituent elements (related to T−) for a clearer view.
Definition 6.1 ([11]). • A ring R is a p.p. ring if it satisfies “∀x ∃y (xy = x ∧ ∀z(xz = x → yz = y))”.
• Every p.p. ring R determines a unique function ∗ : R→ R such that:
(i) ∀x (xx∗ = x),
(ii) ∀x, z (xz = x → x∗z = x∗).
Models of T (and hence of T−) are p.p. rings:
Lemma 6.2. For any model of T2+ T3+ T4, being a p.p. ring and satisfying (T7+T8) are equivalent.
Proof. Let R satisfy T2+ T3+ T4.
•We assume that R is a p.p. ring and check T7+T8. One easily verifies (see [11, p 267]) that for any x, y ∈ R, x∗ is
idempotent, (xy)∗ = x∗y∗, and (x∗ = 0↔ x = 0). Hence R has no nontrivial idempotent element, and R satisfies
T7. Now by [9, Fact 2.3.10], if R satisfies T2+ T3+ T4+ T7, then, for anyM∈Max(R), RM is a domain. Therefore
necessarily, for anyM∈Max(R), RM |= ∀x (x∗ = 0 ∨ x∗ = 1). We check that, for any u ∈ R, Xu = Xu∗ .
Let u ∈ R. By Definition 6.1(i), Xu∗ ⊆ Xu .
Now for the opposite inclusion, letM∈Max(R).
RM |= u = 0 ⇒ tu = 0, for some t /∈M,
⇒ (tu)∗ = 0,
⇒ t t∗u∗ = 0
⇒ tu∗ = 0
⇒ RM |= u∗ = 0.
We deduce Xu = Xu∗ = V (u∗) which is a closed set.
• Conversely, if R satisfies T7+T8, then, for any u ∈ R, there exists v ∈ R such that
{
RM |= v = 0, on Xu,
RM |= v = 1, on (Xu)c , v
is the expected u∗. 
In these terms, it seems natural to set: • Tgeneral := T2 + T3 + T4 + “p.p. ring”,
• Tregular := Tgeneral + T+6 ,
• Tvalued := Tgeneral + T−6 .
Let us introduce now notions of [13]:
Definition 6.3 ([13]). Let L∗d be the language Lring ∪{∗, /} where ∗ and / are two function symbols.
(1) A *-valuation ring is an L∗d structure that is a ring and satisfies the axioms:
• (xx∗ = x),
(xz = x → x∗z = x∗).
• x/y · (x/y · y − x) = 0,
(x/y · y − x) · (y/x · x − y) = 0,
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0/y · (1− y∗) = 0,
(x/y · y − x)(1− (yz − x)∗) = 0.
(2) Let VR∗d be the theory of *-valuation rings, and let AAVR∗d denote the theory of *-valuation rings satisfying
moreover:
• ∃x (x∗ = 1 ∧ 1/x = 0) (the ring is “everywhere nontrivial”),
• every nonconstant monic polynomial with coefficients in the ring has a root in the ring,
• there are no minimal idempotents.
One can check that AAVR∗d and T− are equivalent.
Let us consider now quantifier elimination issues.
In a regular ring R, for u ∈ R, since Xu = V (u), u∗ can be defined as the unique v such that{
RM |= v = 0, on V (u),
RM |= v = 1, on D(u) . It is thus natural to take this as a definition:
Definition 6.4. (a) In any model R of T2+ T3+ T4+ T7, there is a unique (definable) function bar : R → R
r 7→ r¯
such that, for any r ∈ R, r¯ is idempotent and V (r) = V (r¯).
(b) In any model R of T2+ T3+ T4+ “p.p. ring”, one considers the function DIV : R × R → R defined by: for
a, b, c ∈ R,
DIV(a, b) = c iff there is d ∈ R such that (a) : (b) = (d) and c = d¯.
(For any a, b in R, Claim 4.4 of [9] insures the existence of d ∈ R such that (a) : (b) = (d), and (d) = (e) implies
d¯ = e¯. Hence DIV is a function in models of T2+ T3+ T4+ “p.p. ring.”)
Lipshitz and Saracino showed that TCLS is the model completion (with respect to Lring) of the theory of regular
rings, and if “inv” denotes the quasi-inverse function for regular rings: “∀x ((x2inv(x)= x) ∧ (inv2(x)x= inv(x)) )”,
they proved that TCLS admits quantifier elimination in the language Lring ∪{inv}. Weispfenning generalized in [11]
their results with respect to the language Lring ∪{∗}, and proposed the following in [13]:
Proposition 6.5 ([13]). (i) AAVR∗d allows primitive recursive quantifier elimination in L∗d .
(ii) AAVR∗d is the model completion of VR∗d with respect to L∗d .
Concerning our own language, Proposition 3.13 implies that T− is not model complete in the language Lring∪{bar}
(and hence does not admit quantifier elimination), but we obtain:
Proposition 6.6. (a) T− admits effective quantifier elimination in the language Lring ∪ {DIV}.
(b) T− is the model completion of the theory T2+ T3+ T4+ “p.p. ring” with respect to the language Lring ∪{DIV}
(and hence relatively to L−).
(Primitive recursive quantifier elimination of T− in Lring ∪{DIV} would follow from [13, Thm 1.2] primitive
recursive quantifier elimination in “algebraically closed” nontrivial valuation rings.)
Proof. Lemma 4.5 was obtained by methods of [10] from ([9, 4.9] and) the fact that if (a) : (b) = (c) in some ring
R, then for anyM∈Max(R),
RM |= a|b iff c /∈M.
In models R of T−, since V (c) = V (c¯), this last fact can be replaced by:
for anyM∈Max(R), RM |= a|b iff DIV(a, b) /∈M.
The same proof can then be developed in order to obtain:
Lemma 6.7. Given an Lring formula φ(x), one can obtain effectively polynomials Pi (X), Qi (X) in Z[X], for
i ≤ k, k ∈ N, and a quantifier free formula ψ(y) in Lring ∪ {radk : k ∈ N∗} such that
T− ` φ(x)↔ ψ(DIV(P1(x), Q1(x)), . . . ,DIV(Pk(x), Qk(x))).
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Now we show that for any quantifier free Lring ∪ {radk : k ∈ N∗} formula ψ(y), there exists a quantifier free Lring
formula χ(y) such that, in any ring S, if e1, . . . , ek are idempotent, then S |= ψ(e1, . . . , ek) ↔ χ(e1, . . . , ek).
• For e, f idempotent in S, one has the implications:
e ∈ radS( f ) ⇒ V ( f ) ⊆ V (e)
⇒ V ( f ) ∩ V (1− e) = ∅
⇒ for λ,µ ∈ R, (λ f + µ(1− e) = 1)
⇒ λe f = e (multiplying by e).
But λe = λe f + λe(1 − f ) = e + λ(λe f )(1 − f ) = e. Hence e ∈ radS( f ) implies e f = e. We deduce
e ∈ radS( f ) ⇔ e f = e.
• Now to deal with the predicates “x ∈ rad(y1, . . . , yk)”, for k ∈ N∗, we must introduce the “gcd” of several
idempotent elements.
If e, f are idempotent, then the ideal (e, f ) generated by e and f is the principal ideal (e + f − e f ). Hence let us
denote by σd(X1, . . . , Xk), the symmetric polynomial of degree d in the variables X1, . . . , Xk , for 1 ≤ d ≤ k.
We set Pgcd(X1, . . . , Xk) := ∑1≤d≤k(−1)d+1σd(X1, . . . , Xk). Then for e1, . . . , ek idempotent, one has
e1S + · · · + ekS = Pgcd(e1, . . . , ek)S.
• So finally, for e0, e1, . . . , ek idempotent in S, one has the equivalence:
e0 ∈ radS(e1, . . . , ek) ⇔ e0 · Pgcd(e1, . . . , ek) = e0.
Since the function DIV takes values in the set of idempotent elements, this concludes the proof of (a).
(b) The function DIV being defined in any model of T2+ T3+ T4+ “p.p. ring”, we deduce from (a) that T− is the
model completion of T2+ T3+ T4+ “p.p. ring” with respect to Lring ∪ {DIV}.
In the theory T2+ T3+ T4+ “p.p. ring”, one has the equivalences:
DIV(x, y) = z ←→ z = z2 ∧ ∀t(div(x, y, t)→ rad(t, z) ∧ rad(z, t)),
←→ z = z2 ∧ ∃t(div(x, y, t) ∧ rad(t, z) ∧ rad(z, t)).
Hence the model completion result also holds with respect to the language L−. 
Let us note a few points:
• The function DIV condenses the relation div and the function bar. But in Sections 3–5, we were working with
arbitrary “Pru¨fer” rings or with the ring Z where the function bar (and hence the function DIV) is not available. It
was thus useful to “dismantle” DIV into div and rad.
• An even less restrictive language is the infinite language of [10]: Lring ∪ {radk,l : k, l ∈ N∗} introduced in
Remark 4.6. Motivated by a question of the referee concerning L−, we checked that T− is the model completion
of the theory of (extended) Pru¨fer rings with respect to this language (we could not show it for L−).
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